It is well known that raising mean luminance speeds-up the visual response to temporal change. At higher mean luminance, the temporal impulse response function (IRF) becomes more transient or biphasic. An analogous effect is observed physiologically when stimulus contrast is increased, at constant mean luminance. As stimulus contrast is raised, the temporal response to flicker advances in phase and becomes more transient (bandpass). The MC (magnocellular) retinal ganglion cells manifest this temporal contrast gain control, but the PC (parvocellular) cells do not. We show psychophysically that the temporal response in humans speeds-up in an analogous manner as stimulus contrast is raised. Low spatial-frequency gratings, of suprathreshold contrast, were presented as pairs of pulses, separated by brief delays. Responses became more transient with increasing contrast in both our motion task (direction discrimination) and in our flicker task (ÔagitationÕ discrimination), mimicking the temporal contrast gain control seen in the physiological studies. Results could be modeled with a nonlinearity, in which the IRF shortens with increasing contrast.
1. Introduction
Temporal response speeds-up at higher mean luminance
The temporal response in human vision speeds-up with increasing background mean luminance. This is clearly demonstrated in KellyÕs classical work. Kelly (1961) measured flicker sensitivity within a large uniform field, set to a mean retinal illuminance from 0.6 to 9300 td. As mean luminance was raised, the peak flicker sensitivity moved to higher temporal frequencies, and sensitivity to low temporal frequencies was progressively attenuated. At the lowest luminance level, the temporal flicker sensitivity curve was a low-pass function of temporal frequency, but sensitivity became more bandpass as mean luminance was raised (as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1A ). The associated temporal impulse response function (IRF), derived from the flicker data, became more compressed in time and more biphasic ( Fig. 1B) with increasing mean luminance (Kelly, 1971) . The negative, inhibitory lobe of the biphasic IRF attenuates the response to low temporal frequencies.
Analogous changes are seen physiologically. Baylor and Hodgkin (1974) observed that the impulse response in turtle cones to a light pulse shortens as the background light level is raised. Purpura, Tranchina, Kaplan, and Shapley (1990) observed similar effects, recording from retinal ganglion cells in macaque.
1.2. The temporal response also speeds-up with higher stimulus contrast: a physiological temporal contrast gain control Shapley and Victor (1978) observed an analogous temporal effect dependent upon stimulus contrast in the X and Y retinal ganglion cells of cat. As stimulus contrast was raised (at constant mean luminance), the peak of the flicker response shifted to higher temporal frequencies and advanced in phase. This was explained by a temporal contrast gain control mechanism, which attenuates the response to low temporal frequencies (Shapley & Victor, 1978) . The contrast gain control acts ''essentially immediately'' (<15 ms) and persists down to the lowest contrasts that give measurable responses (Victor, 1987) . The gain signal originates in many small spatial subunits covering the receptive field, possibly amacrines connected to a network of bipolar cells (Shapley & Victor, 1978 , 1981 .
A similar temporal contrast gain control is seen in the MC (magnocellular) retinal ganglion cells of macaque (Benardete, Kaplan, & Knight, 1992 ). Increasing contrast shortens the temporal IRF to brief flashes (Benardete & Kaplan, 1999a; Lee, Pokorny, Smith, & Kremers, 1994) . Surprisingly this contrast gain control is absent from the PC (parvocellular) retinal ganglion cells. Their response to luminance flicker does not change shape or advance in phase as contrast is increased (Benardete & Kaplan, 1997; Benardete et al., 1992) , and the corresponding IRF does not shorten with increasing contrast (Benardete & Kaplan, 1999b; Lee et al., 1994) . PC cells also do not display contrast gain for chromatic stimuli, such as equiluminant red-green flicker (Lee et al., 1994 ).
Psychophysical isolation of MC pathway and search for temporal contrast gain control
The present study attempts to isolate the MC pathway in humans and search for temporal contrast gain control.
Lesion studies in awake monkeys indicate that the MC pathway mediates detection of rapid motion and flicker (Merigan, Byrne, & Maunsell, 1991) .
Previously we isolated the MC pathway over a large range of temporal frequencies (1 to >30 Hz) using a motion or flicker discrimination task (Stromeyer, Chaparro, Tolias, & Kronauer, 1997; Stromeyer et al., 2000) . The present study uses similar tasks, where the motion or flicker is produced with a pair of briefly pulsed stimuli.
Methods

Stimuli
Vertical, sine-wave luminance gratings were generated on a spectrally filtered green or red Tektronix 608 cathode ray tube monitor, running at a frame rate of 106 or 200 Hz (Stromeyer, Kronauer, Ryu, Chaparro, & Eskew, 1995) . Stimuli were monocularly viewed through a 3 mm artificial pupil, with the head stabilized using a bite bar. The gratings were displayed in a foveally fixated circular field (3.5°diameter) with dark surround. The green and red displays could be matched with monochromatic light of $536 nm (yellow-green) and $612 nm (orange), respectively. Mean retinal illuminance of the yellow-green and orange displays was $541 and $233 td. Measurements were made with the yellowgreen display, unless stated otherwise.
The display phosphors decay rapidly (<1 ms) so each frame is a brief ÔspikeÕ. The 106 Hz frame rate was used for the motion task, with each stimulus pulse generally lasting one frame. The 200 Hz frame rate was used for the flicker task to obtain higher temporal resolution; each pulse lasted two frames to obtain sufficient contrast (giving a pulse duration of $5 ms, corresponding to the interval between frames).
Psychophysical procedures
We examined temporal sensitivity at suprathreshold contrast, at contrast from just above threshold to substantially suprathreshold. Fig. 1 . Examples of temporal frequency sensitivity curves and their associated IRF (from Stromeyer et al., 2000) . The band-pass sensitivity curve has a biphasic IRF with a negative, inhibitory lobe which attenuates low temporal frequencies. The low-pass sensitivity curve shows no attenuation at low temporal frequencies; its IRF is monophasic, with no negative lobe. Curves are normalized to 1.0.
2.2.1. Motion task: pair of pulsed gratings in spatial 'quadrature' phase Each trial had one temporal interval. Motion was produced with a pair of pulsed, static vertical gratings of matched spatial frequency. A grating was pulsed briefly and then pulsed again after a fixed delay, or stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA). To produce motion, the second grating was shifted 90°in spatial (quadrature) phase to the right or left of the first grating, chosen randomly on each trial. The observer judged the direction of apparent motion. Tones signaled the stimulus interval and provided response feedback. For each run, we fixed the SOA and the contrast and measured probability correct for the direction discrimination. At each contrast level, a set of runs was done for the full range of SOAs.
In some conditions, we used a staircase procedure to estimate the contrast direction threshold at the 71%-correct level.
Flicker task: pair of pulsed gratings presented spatially in-phase versus antiphase
Each trial had two temporal intervals separated by 200 or 400 ms. In one interval, chosen randomly, the pair of gratings was presented spatially in-phase and in the other interval the gratings were in spatial antiphase. The observers chose the interval producing the greater perceived ÔagitationÕ or apparent flicker strength (Roufs, 1972) .
Results
We measured the visual interaction of two briefly pulsed stimuli. Since each pulse generates a temporal IRF, the pair of pulses represents an interaction of two IRFs in the production of motion or flicker. If the IRF shortens with increasing contrast then interactions will be observed over a reduced range of inter-pulse intervals.
Motion: pair of pulsed gratings
We first examine the role of spatial frequency to show that response transience is promoted by low spatial frequencies. Then we show that the response speeds-up as contrast is raised.
3.1.1. Motion: spatial frequency Fig. 2 shows the probability correct for direction discrimination as a function of the SOA of two pulsed gratings. The pair of gratings were of matched spatial frequency and contrast, $2-4 times threshold. Several spatial frequencies were tested (specified beside the curves) on the yellow-green ( Fig. 2A ) and orange field (Fig. 2B ).
Probability correct greater than 0.5 indicates that the motion tended to be seen in the ÔforwardÕ correct direction. For probability correct less than 0.5, the observer tended to see motion in the ÔreversedÕ direction. For example, shifting the second grating 90°in spatial phase to the right of the first grating tended to produce a leftward response. Gratings of low spatial frequencies (0.37 and 1.2 cpd) produced clear motion reversals, while gratings of 2.4 cpd produced weaker reversals, and gratings of 4.8 cpd produced essentially no reversals. Fig. 2 . Probability correct for motion direction discrimination as a function of stimulus-onset-asynchrony of two pulsed ($1 ms), vertical gratings of matched spatial frequency (specified beside curves). Gratings were presented in quadrature spatial phase to produce motion, with contrast $3Â threshold: 20.3% contrast on the yellow-green field (A) and 23% contrast on the orange field (B). Probability correct greater than 0.5 indicates perceived motion in the ÔforwardÕ direction, while values less than 0.5 indicate ÔreversedÕ motion--strong reversals occur only at low spatial frequency. Curves in all figures in this study are regression lines (unless stated otherwise).
The motion reversals at low spatial frequency indicate that the temporal IRF is biphasic (Pantle & Turano, 1992; Shioiri & Cavanagh, 1990) . Watson and Nachmias (1977) showed that the human temporal IRF is biphasic at low spatial frequencies (up to $3.5 cpd) but becomes monophasic at higher spatial frequencies. The reversed motion in Fig. 2 occurs when the second grating follows the first grating by more than $60 ms. In this case the biphasic IRF to the first grating is presumably in its negative phase when the second grating is presented, thus generating the reversed motion. The negative phase of the IRF mimics the effect of actually reversing the spatial phase of the first grating, which of course reverses the motion. Since the IRF mimics an actual stimulus phase reversal, the IRF and its associated gain change occurs early, before the motion extraction stage (Stromeyer et al., 2000) .
Motion: contrast
Direction discrimination was measured on the yellow-green field for several contrast values of the gratings, at spatial frequencies of 0.37, 1.2 and 2.4 cpd (Fig.  3) . The lowest contrast value in each panel is just slightly suprathreshold, where the task could be done reasonably well. As the contrast (specified beside curves) is increased over a range of about 4-fold, the curves descend earlier, with the reversed motion occurring at shorter SOAs. This shows a speeding-up of the IRF with increasing contrast. Fig. 4 shows similar results for a second observer, with a spatial frequency of 1.2 cpd.
Similar results were obtained for observer C.F.S. using 1.2 cpd gratings on the orange field. Thus the color of the field (yellow-green or orange) has little influence on this effect, so the remaining measurements were done with the yellow-green field.
Motion: temporal asymmetry dependent on the relative contrast of the two pulses
By raising the contrast of just one of the two pulses, we might selectively speed-up the response to that pulse and thus observe an asymmetry dependent upon whether the first or the second pulse has the higher contrast.
This idea is illustrated in Fig. 5 , where it is assumed that the IRF for the higher-contrast pulse is shortened by 0.8-fold relative to the IRF for the lower-contrast pulse. In Fig. 5A the first pulse has the higher-contrast, and thus its IRF is shorter than the IRF for the second pulse. The two pulses must be brought closer together in time to interact, for otherwise the rapid response to the first pulse will finish before there is an appreciable response to the second pulse. The two IRFs in Fig. 5A do not overlap sufficiently for a strong interaction. Reversing the contrast relationship so that the second pulse has the higher contrast ( Fig. 5B) , causes the response to the second pulse to be more rapid than the response to Fig. 3 . Direction discrimination at three spatial frequencies, for different contrast values of the pulsed gratings (specified beside curves). The lowest contrast in each panel was just slightly suprathreshold. Increasing contrast makes the curves descend earlier, with clear motion reversals only at the low spatial frequencies. The yellow-green field was used here and subsequently. the first pulse. The response to the second pulse partially catches up with the response to the first pulse. At the same SOA in Fig. 5B , the two IRFs now overlap sufficiently for a strong interaction. The two pulses can be separated further in time and yet interact.
This contrast asymmetry was tested in the motion task with 1.2 cpd gratings. The insets (Fig. 6 ) specify the contrast of the first and second pulse. When the first pulse has the higher contrast, the curve ( ) descends more rapidly and the motion reversal crossover occurs earlier. When the second pulse has the higher contrast (), the motion reversal crossover occurs later and the motion reversals are observed out to longer SOA values. The lines show model predictions obtained by shortening the IRF for the higher contrast pulse (see Section 3.3.2).
3.2. Flicker: stimulus pulses presented spatially in-phase versus antiphase 3.2.1. Flicker: gratings of 1.2 cpd Gratings of matched contrast were presented spatially in-phase in one temporal interval of a trial and in antiphase in the other interval, and the observer choose the interval producing the greater ÔagitationÕ. Fig. 7 shows that the curves descend at shorter SOAs as the contrast is increased. At short SOAs, probability correct is greater than 0.5, indicating that the in-phase gratings tend to produce greater agitation than the antiphase gratings. At longer SOAs, probability correct drops below 0.5, so the antiphase gratings tend to produce the greater agitation. The lowest contrast gratings, 5.9%, were just slightly suprathreshold.
Flicker: spatially uniform flashes
It was felt that the discrimination task with gratings might be partly based on cues of spatial structure, rather than simply ÔagitationÕ. Uniform flashes were next used to eliminate spatial structure. Fig. 8 shows results for pairs of uniform flashes of matched contrast, from slightly suprathreshold to $4 times higher. Again, probability greater than 0.5 Fig. 5 . Illustration showing that the relative contrast of two pulses can cause a response asymmetry. The IRF is assumed to be shortened to 0.8 its original length for the higher-contrast pulse (dashed line), while the IRF for the lower-contrast pulse is not shortened (solid line). (A) When the first pulse has the higher contrast, its faster IRF ends early, so little interaction occurs at the depicted SOA value (i.e. there is little overlap of the two IRFs). (B) Conversely, when the second pulse has the higher contrast, its faster IRF partially catches-up with the first, slower IRF, so there is a stronger interaction at the same SOA value. indicates that the in-phase pair of flashes tends to produce greater agitation than the antiphase pair. The inphase pair were both of positive polarity or both of negative polarity, whereas the antiphase pair consisted of a positive flash followed by a negative flash or viceversa.
The flicker task thus shows that the temporal response speeds-up with increasing contrast, using either low spatial frequency gratings or uniform flashes.
Flicker: asymmetry dependent on relative contrast
In the motion task we observed an asymmetry dependent on the relative contrast of the two pulses. Analogous effects were observed in the flicker task, using uniform flashes. Fig. 9 (M, inset) shows results when both flashes were 3.7% contrast. Raising the contrast of the first flash to 9.6% contrast () causes the curve to descend more rapidly, but the curve shifts in the opposite Fig. 8 . Flicker discrimination for a pair in-phase versus antiphase spatially uniform flashes (5 ms), as a function of SOA. Flashes were of matched contrast (specified beside curves). The curves descend earlier with increasing contrast. Fig. 6 . An asymmetry for direction discrimination dependent on the relative contrast (see insets) of two pulsed gratings of 1.2 cpd. Interactions between the two pulses occur over a narrower range of SOAs () when the first pulse has the higher contrast, and over a broader range () when the second pulse has the higher contrast. The dashed and dotted lines show model predictions when the IRF to the first pulse is shortened to 0.8 and 0.9 its original length, respectively, and the IRF to the second pulse is not shortened; the solid line shows the prediction when the IRF to the second pulse is shortened to 0.9 its original length and the IRF for the first pulse is not shortened (see Section 3.3.2). Fig. 7 . Flicker (agitation) discrimination for a pair of pulsed (5 ms) gratings (1.2 cpd) presented spatially in-phase versus antiphase, as a function of SOA. Gratings were of matched contrast (specified beside curves). The curves descend earlier with increasing contrast. At short SOAs the in-phase gratings produce greater agitation than the antiphase gratings, but this reverses at longer SOAs (probability correct <0.5).
direction when just the second flash is raised to 9.6% contrast ().
In Fig. 10 the SOAs were lengthened to assess the interaction of the two IRFs near the tail of the IRF to the first flash. When the first flash was of higher contrast, 13.3% (Fig. 10 inset) , and the second flash was of lower contrast, 4.8%, the interactions (; j ) were observed only out to 70-80 ms SOA. Presumably by 70-80 ms SOA, the fast IRF for the higher-contrast, first flash is finished by the time the slower IRF for the second flash attains appreciable strength. Reversing the condition so that the second flash has the higher contrast, causes an interaction (; Ã ) out to 90-120 ms. The fast IRF to the second flash presumably advances, catching up to the negative tail of the slower IRF to the first flash. Thus we can separate the two stimuli by longer SOAs and still observe an interaction.
Modeling the temporal response
We will examine whether properties of the IRF can explain the changes in our discrimination curves with increasing contrast. To explain the changes, we must invoke a nonlinearity (such as a temporal shortening of the IRF), since a change in the amplitude of the IRF is not sufficient to explain the results.
3.3.1. Flicker discrimination: pulse pairs of asymmetric contrast Predictions will be shown for observer C.F.S., since the IRF for this observer (Fig. 11A ) was previously measured with 1 cpd gratings on a yellow field of 567 nm and 1580 trolands (Stromeyer et al., 2000) . The IRF of the other observer in that study was nearly identical, as well as the IRF of Watson and Nachmias (1977) for gratings of 1.75 cpd on a yellow-green field of $300 trolands.
Using this IRF, we can predict the shape of the flicker discrimination curve by expanding RashbassÕs (1970) analysis for the detection of luminance transients. Following Rashbass, we assume the detection threshold is reached when the integral has a value of 1, Fig. 10 . Asymmetry for flicker discrimination dependent on the relative contrast of spatially uniform flashes, at long SOAs. Interactions occur at longer SOAs when the second flash has the higher contrast (insets), consistent with a speeding-up of the IRF at higher contrast. The results reflect interactions between the tail of the IRF to the first flash and the early part of the IRF to the second flash. The dashed lines (observer C.F.S.) show model predictions when the IRF for the higher contrast pulse is shortened to 0.8 its original length, and the IRF for the lower contrast pulse is not shortened (see Section 3.3.1). (Circles and squares in the upper panel were collected 6 months apart.) Fig. 9 . Asymmetry for flicker discrimination dependent on the relative contrast of a pair of spatially uniform flashes. Insets specify contrast of the two flashes: (M) both flashes were 3.7% contrast; increasing the first flash to 9.6% contrast () makes the curve descend earlier, while increasing the second flash to 9.6% contrast () makes the curve descend later.
The integral is the squared value of the IRF, /ðtÞ, evaluated over the approximate duration of the IRF, s.
For two pulses separated by T ms, and of amplitude A and B, the sum of the two IRF functions is
and the corresponding integral is
However, in our flicker task, the stimulus is presented in both trial intervals, and the second pulse is inverted in phase between the two temporal intervals--thus amplitude B has positive sign in one interval and negative sign in the other interval. The observer responds to the difference between the two intervals, and sensitivity is proportional to the difference of the two integrals, having coefficients þB and ÀB:
The integrals can be expanded and rearranged to yield:
The term,
is the autocorrelation function of the IRF. As Eq. (5) indicates, the shape of the autocorrelation function is a function of T , the delay between the two pulses, and is unaffected by the amplitude or temporal order of the two pulses (Rashbass, 1970) . The autocorrelation function in Fig. 11B should thus describe the shape of our flicker discrimination curves. The autocorrelation function () was calculated at 10-ms SOA intervals, using Eq. (4) and the IRF in Fig.  11A . Watson and Nachmias (1977) point out that the shape of the autocorrelation function remains largely unaffected if the squared exponent in Eq. (2) is replaced with a higher exponent, to reflect the typically steeper slope of the psychometric function (Weibull function) used in predicting the effects of probability summation in detection tasks.
We now consider the predicted flicker discrimination curve when the two pulse have unequal contrast. The autocorrelation function (Fig. 11B) was calculated (Eq. (4)) and turned out to be identical in shape whether the two pulses have the same amplitude or the first pulse is 2.6-fold higher than the second, or conversely (similar to the contrast ratios in Figs. 9 and 10). Thus, for this assumed linear system, the contrast ratio per se and the order of the two pulses has no effect on the shape of flicker discrimination function (unlike the actual data).
We next introduce a nonlinearity, assuming that the IRF simply shortens as the pulse contrast is increased. Fig. 11C show the predicted flicker discrimination curve (dashed line) when the IRF for the first pulse is shortened to 0.8 its original length and the IRF for the second pulse is not shortened, and, conversely, when the second IRF is shortened but the first IRF is not shortened (solid line). Fig. 11D shows analogous results when the IRF is shortened to 0.9 its original length. The curves in Fig.  11C and D do not depend on contrast per se (but rather on shortening of the IRF contingent upon contrast), since the predicted curves are identical in shape whether both flashes have equal contrast () or the contrast ratio is 1 to 2.6 (M) (curves are normalized to the same peak value).
Shortening the IRF can fit the flicker data of observer C.F.S. Fig. 9 showed data for the early, descending portion of flicker discrimination curves, measured with pairs of pulses of asymmetric contrast. The zero-crossings in the data (at 0.5 probability correct) occurred at $22 ms () and 32 ms () SOA for asymmetric contrast pulses of 9.6%, 3.7% and 3.7%, 9.6%, respectively, whereas the prediction with the 0.9 shortened IRF (for the higher-contrast pulse) gave values of 26 and 41 ms (Fig. 11D) . The size of this predicted difference in SOA values is roughly comparable to the actual difference, but the absolute values are slightly off. The curves in the top panel of Fig. 10 (see legend) show that a 0.8 or 0.9 shortening of the IRF can also reasonably fit data near the tails of the flicker discrimination data.
Motion discrimination: pulse pairs of asymmetric contrast
The IRF can also be used to predict the motion discrimination with the two pulses. We represent the IRF for the first pulse on the x-axis in Fig. 12 and the IRF for the second pulse on the y-axis, since the two gratings are in spatial quadrature (Stromeyer et al., 2000) . The effective spatial phase (h) of the moving grating signal, at each instant of time, is given by the angle of the sum vector of the two IRFs, and the effective contrast is given by its length (r).
The circles in Fig. 12 depict the tips of these vectors at $2-ms intervals over the duration of the IRFs. We used the IRF for observer C.F.S. in Fig. 11A , and the two gratings are here assumed to have equal contrast. The three panels show the trace of the vectors for three interesting SOA values (see figure legend) . For each SOA, the IRF on the y-axis is delayed relative to the IRF on the x-axis by the SOA value. The direction of motion is specified by the direction in which the spatial phase, h, changes, with dh=dt > 0 (anticlockwise rotation) indicating motion in the forward direction and dh=dt < 0 indicating motion in the reverse direction. (Fig. 11A) to predict motion for a pair of pulsed gratings in quadrature spatial phase. The IRF for the first grating is plotted on the x-axis and the IRF for the second grating is plotted on the y-axis (see text). Circles show the moving grating signal, representing the vector sum of the IRFs for the two gratings. (Gratings are here assumed to be of equal contrast.) (A) At 30 ms SOA the vectors rotate anticlockwise (from vector a to b), producing maximal forward motion (corresponding to the positive peak in Fig. 13A ). (B) At 70 ms SOA the vectors rotate initially clockwise (from vector a to b), but then rotate anticlockwise (from vector c to d), producing no net motion (corresponding to the zero-crossing in Fig. 13A ). (C) At 95 ms SOA the vectors rotate clockwise (from vector a to b), and later rotate anticlockwise (from vector c to d) but following a nearly vertical course where the vector angle changes gradually, producing little velocity in the forward direction; the net result is maximal reversed motion (corresponding to the negative peak in Fig. 13A ).
The strength of the motion signal is given by the integral, Z s 0 r dh evaluated over the approximate duration of the IRF. The integral was next calculated at 5-10-ms SOA intervals to asses the shape of the predicted motion discrimination curves when the two pulse have asymmetric contrast.
Simply varying the relative amplitude of the two IRFs produces very little difference in the shape of the predicted motion discrimination curves derived from the original unshortened IRF (Fig. 11A) . The curves in Fig.  13A are nearly identical whether the first pulse is 2.3-fold higher in contrast than the second pulse (M) or viceversa () (similar to the contrast ratio used in Fig. 6) . Fig. 13B (dashed line) shows the predicted motion discrimination curve when the IRF for the first pulse is shortened to 0.8 its original length but the IRF for the second pulse is not shortened, and vice-versa (solid line). Fig. 13C shows the analogous predictions when the IRF is shortened to 0.9 its original length. The contrast ratio of the two pulses alone has little effect, once we assume that one of the IRFs is shortened. For example, in Fig.  13B and C the predictions are nearly identical whether the contrast ratio is 1 to 1 () or 1 to 2.3 (M) (symbols normalized to the same peak value).
In Fig. 6 we have replotted some of the predicted curves of Fig. 13 to show that shortening of one of the IRFs to 0.8 or 0.9 the original length roughly fits the motion data for pulses of asymmetric contrast.
Motion and flicker discrimination: pulse pairs of equated contrast
We now consider how shortening the IRF affects the discrimination task for pulses of equated contrast. Fig.  14 plots the SOA values of the zero-crossings (i.e. the reversal point) of the previous motion and the flicker discrimination curves for pulse pairs of equated contrast. The negative slope shows that the these SOA values decrease with increasing contrast. The size of the decrease is proportional to the shortening of the IRF (as verified by calculations). For example, a 2-fold decrease in the SOA value indicates that the IRF is shortened by 2-fold. This is easy to intuit for the motion case: a zerocrossing occurs at a certain SOA value since the vectors rotate to and fro producing no effective net motion (see Fig. 12B ). Shortening the IRFs by one-half causes the vectors to rotate to and fro twice as fast, hence yielding a zero-crossing at one-half the original SOA value.
The motion and flicker data are plotted with a vertical log scale in Fig. 14 , and thus the slopes should be identical if the IRF shortens equivalently for the two tasks. The motion data suggest that the IRF shortens to 0.66 its original length over a 21% contrast range, whereas the flicker data suggest that the IRF shortens to 0.51 its original length over a 23% contrast range. The Fig. 13 . Modeling motion discrimination dependent on the relative contrast of the two pulses. (A) The motion discrimination curves based on the original, unshortened IRF are nearly identical when the first pulse is 2.3-fold higher (M) in contrast than the second pulse and viceversa (). (B) Motion curves when the first IRF is shortened to 0.8 its original length and the second IRF is not shortened (dashed line), and vice-versa (solid line). (C) Analogous results when the IRF is shortened to 0.9 its original length. The predictions in B and C depend little on contrast per se, since the results are nearly identical whether both flashes are equated for contrast () or the contrast ratio is 1 to 2.3 (M).
slightly steeper slope for the flicker may be caused by the lower average spatial frequency for the flicker stimuli (see below).
Discussion
Isolation of MC pathway
We used motion and flicker tasks to isolate the MC pathway. Near threshold, the motion appeared quick and the flicker appeared as rapid agitation and thus were likely signaled by the MC pathway. As contrast was increased, the temporal response speeded-up in both tasks. Although the MC cells typically saturate at low contrast, the contrast levels we used are unlikely to produce saturation since the pulses were so brief, $1 or 5 ms (Lee et al., 1994) .
Previously we isolated (Stromeyer et al., 1997 ) the MC pathway from the chromatic PC pathway at temporal frequencies from 1 to >30 Hz, using the motion and flicker discrimination tasks with counterphase flickering stimuli, as opposed to the discrete pulses of the present study. Burr and Corsale (2001) also isolated the MC pathway with a motion task at contrast levels as much as 30Â detection threshold, as shown by the fact that reaction time to the velocity onset of luminance gratings was a highly saturating function of luminance contrast (a signature of the MC pathway), whereas the reaction time to the velocity onset of chromatic gratings was linearly related to contrast (a signature of the PC pathway).
We argued that the observed speeding-up with increasing contrast reflects a property of the MC pathway. This is based on the view that cells within the early parts of the MC pathway (retinal ganglion and LGN cells) manifest such a contrast gain control, but the cells within the PC pathway do not. However, this neat separation may partially break down by the level of the visual cortex. Carandini, Heeger, and Movshon (1997) observed temporal contrast gain control in a number of simple cells in macaque visual cortex. They argued that the gain control may reflect intracortical processes in part, rather than simply properties of the afferent input cells. This view is reinforced by the observations of Hawken, Shapley, Sceniak, Ringach, and Johnson (2001) showing that some cortical cells receiving PC inputs may manifest a temporal contrast gain control, even though the PC afferent cells from the LGN do not have such a gain control.
Temporal contrast gain control
Our results for flicker and motion suggest that the temporal IRF shortens with increasing contrast, analogous to the shortening observed in MC ganglion cells (Benardete & Kaplan, 1999a; Lee et al., 1994) . This is best illustrated by our results where we varied the relative contrast of the two pulses. Calculation showed that the results require a nonlinear process, where the shape of the IRF changes with contrast.
Our predictions for the pulse pairs assumed that the two IRFs were independent, so that the two IRFs could be shortened independently. This assumption may be largely correct if the contrast gain control is nearly instantaneous (Victor, 1987) . However, there is a point where the prediction must break down even if the contrast gain is completely instantaneous: namely, the motion prediction for the two pulsed gratings presented with 0 SOA (Fig. 13B and C) . The sum of the two pulsed gratings presented simultaneously in quadrature spatial phase gives rise to a single sine grating of intermediate spatial phase. There is no additional information for the visual system to resolve this grating into its original quadrature spatial constituents to obtain motion. Surprisingly, this is not true when the two components for the MC pathway are spectrally tagged: strong motion can be obtained with simultaneous L-cone and M-cone stimulus gratings presented in spatial quadrature on orange or green background adapting fields, for the MC ganglion cells (which underlie the transient Ôluminance pathwayÕ) have a different spatial-temporal receptive field profile for L-cone and M-cone stimuli under these adapting conditions (Stromeyer et al., 2000) .
Our results with pulse pairs of asymmetric contrast suggest that the IRF may be shortened to $0.8 or 0.9 its original length. However, the results with contrastequated pairs of pulses suggest that the IRF may be shortened up to $0.6 its original length, but over a fairly large contrast range. Burr and Morrone (1996) assessed the shortening of the IRF during saccadic suppression. The IRF, derived from a two-pulse detection experiment, was shortened compared to the case with no saccadic suppression. They found that the IRF was shortened up to $0.6 its original length, similar to our estimate with high-contrast stimuli. They attributed the suppressive effect to a dynamic contrast gain control within the MC pathway. Georgeson (1987) also obtained evidence for a shortening of the IRF up to $0.7 its original length (at 32% contrast), based on matching the perceived contrast of briefly pulsed, suprathreshold gratings.
An early study by Roufs (1974) demonstrated a strong latency effect dependent on contrast. He presented simultaneously a pair of 400 ms flashes, positioned side-by-side. When one flash had higher contrast than the other, motion was seen in the direction from the higher-contrast flash to the lower-contrast flash, and the lower-contrast flash had to be temporally advanced to null the motion. Roufs assumed that the temporal IRF maintains an identical shape and simply grows in amplitude as contrast increases. The change in SOA required to null the motion was assumed to reflect the steeper initial slope of the higher amplitude IRF. Roufs disavowed a nonlinear model in which the time-to-peak of the IRF changes with contrast (a temporal compression effect). RoufÕs results thus do not provide evidence for a nonlinear process, such as temporal contrast gain control.
In Section 1 we considered that the temporal response may speed-up by increasing contrast or mean luminance. For many of our stimuli, increased contrast is correlated with higher peak luminance. However, higher peak luminance is unlikely to explain some of our results. For example, in Fig. 8 , increased transience was observed with 22%-contrast, uniform flashes at 20 ms SOA, where the antiphase flashes were more visible than in phase flashes (bright-plus-bright or dark-plus-dark flashes). The antiphase pair consists of dark-plus-bright flashes (or vice-versa), producing no change of mean luminance over this 20 ms epoch.
Increased response transience at low spatial frequency
The motion discrimination (Fig. 2) shows that the response becomes more transient at low spatial frequencies, as indicated by the stronger motion reversals.
The reversed motion is explained by the negative lobe of the biphasic IRF (Shioiri & Cavanagh, 1990) .
Other psychophysical tasks show a similar increased response transience at low spatial frequency, as demonstrated by reaction times to pulsed gratings (Tolhurst, 1975) , contrast thresholds for counterphase flickering gratings (Kelly, 1971; Robson, 1966) , and contrast thresholds for double-pulsed gratings (Watson & Nachmias, 1977) .
At higher spatial frequencies (>3 cpd), the IRF measured psychophysically is monophasic, without a negative lobe (Kelly, 1971; Watson & Nachmias, 1977) . This is puzzling since individual PC and MC retinal ganglion cells still show a clear biphasic temporal IRF when assessed with fine gratings, which isolate the receptive field center (Derrington & Lennie, 1984; Purpura et al., 1990) . Nevertheless, low spatial frequencies may augment the response transience by engaging the cellÕs inhibitory surround. This was demonstrated in cat X retinal ganglion cells (Enroth-Cugell, Robson, Schweitzer-Tong, & Watson, 1983) . Victor and Shapley (1979) showed that low spatial frequencies were most effective in producing temporal contrast gain control in cat ganglion cells, producing a strongly band-pass flicker response. Benardete and Kaplan (1999a) observed a similar temporal contrast gain control in MC cells of macaque.
Motion and flicker affect same underlying mechanism
We observed a temporal contrast gain control in both the flicker and motion tasks. This is not surprising, since much evidence indicates that rapid motion and flicker are detected by the same pathway.
A common pathway was most convincingly demonstrated by Levinson and Sekuler (1975) , who compared contrast thresholds for drifting and counterphase flickering gratings. They showed that the two oppositely drifting components that comprise a counterphase grating are detected by independent motion mechanisms. The view of a common pathway is also supported by our finding that the large temporal phase shifts between the L-cone and M-cone signals within the MC pathway are identical whether measured by flicker or motion tasks (Stromeyer et al., 1997 ).
Yet we do find differences in the temporal response to flicker and motion. In the flicker task, positive summation of the two pulses is strongest at 0 SOA, and Ôcrosses-overÕ to become negative at $25 ms SOA. In the motion task, motion is strongest at $20 ms SOA, and the motion does not Ôcross-overÕ and reverse until $60 ms SOA. These differences largely reflect the extra delay needed to produce a motion signal--for example, the temporal response is asymmetrically disposed across the receptive field of motion detectors (Reid, Soodak, & Shapley, 1987) .
The temporal contrast gain control likely occurs at an early stage before motion extraction. This is supported by several findings. First, the temporal IRF becomes shorter at higher contrast and this affects the apparent motion reversals, as described earlier. Also, there is an asymmetry in the motion or flicker tasks dependent on the relative contrast of the first versus second pulse. Second, Morgan and Chubb (1999) observed an asymmetry in the temporal order of motion masking, which they ascribed to contrast gain control occurring prior to motion extraction. Third, Burr, Morgan, and Morrone (1999) showed that saccadic suppression affected this motion asymmetry by influencing the contrast gain prior to motion extraction. Finally, chromatic adaptation affects the IRF for the L and M cone signals at the level of the MC ganglion cells, and this influences the subsequent motion generated by these L and M signals (Stromeyer et al., 1997 (Stromeyer et al., , 2000 .
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have presented evidence for temporal contrast gain control in both the flicker and motion pathways. What useful role may this provide? Victor (1999, p. 36) speculates that the gain control could ''improve the efficiency of the packaging of retinal information into spike trains--as contrast increases, progressively less temporal integration may be required to overcome outer-retinal noise, and thus, high temporal frequency fluctuations may be more likely to represent useful visual information''. Thus the temporal contrast gain control may act as a Ôtemporal magnifierÕ which works more efficiently at higher contrast.
